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Geotechnical and geophysical investigations for a tunnel below the  
intertidal zone in Hobson Bay, Auckland 
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ABSTRACT

A 3km tunnel will be bored through weak rock comprising interbedded siltstones and sandstones.  
Comprehensive investigations were undertaken to establish the constraints on tunnelling and the 
parameters for tunnel design and to obtain subsurface information to assist tendering contractors. 

Geotechnical investigations were complicated as the horizontal alignment passes beneath the 
intertidal zone in a bay which is traversed by existing embankments and a pipeline.  At low tide 
mud is exposed and within the underlying alluvial sequence is a basalt lava flow.  The extreme 
strength contrasts of the mud (cu 20kPa) and basalt (UCS 100- 200MPa) represent unfavourable 
tunnelling conditions and hence their horizontal and vertical extent needed to be well defined. 

The various investigation techniques available to optimise the information gathered within the 
physical constraints of the site are compared.  Success in defining the lateral extent of the basalt 
was achieved by a magnetic geophysical survey undertaken at high tide and then targeting the 
resulting magnetic anomalies by drilling from a barge to prove its thickness.  Cost effective 
exploration of the profile of the base of the alluvium was achieved by tracking a low ground 
pressure cone penetration testing rig across the mud flats at low tide. The drilling programme was 
well integrated with insitu testing which produced useful parameters for tunnel and shaft design. 

1 INTRODUCTION

A concrete pipeline carries the Orakei Main Sewer across Hobson Bay as the primary sewer servicing 
Auckland’s central business and inner residential districts (Figure 1).  As it nears its serviceability 
life it is planned to remove the pipeline and open up the inner bay by replacement with a bored 
tunnel beneath. Design engineers are considering the use of an earth pressure balance tunnel-boring 
machine which, if used, will be the first of its type on a tunnel construction project in New Zealand. 

Ground investigations were undertaken to test 
the vertical alignment of the proposed tunnel 
and to obtain geological and geotechnical 
information for designers and contractors. This 
investigation was primarily controlled by the 
inter-tidal nature of the terrain as Hobson Bay 
forms a large broad tidal inlet near Auckland’s 
inner city. As the route crosses an area with 
multiple physical constraints, these had to be 
overcome using a well-selected combination of 
investigation techniques. 

2 GEOLOGY

The appearance of Hobson Bay is of uniform 
brownish grey mud-flats; however these blanket 
a complex buried geology (Table 1) that has 
resulted from Auckland’s location in an active 
volcanic field with a long history of changing 
depositional and tectonic environments.  

Figure 1: Existing Orakei Main Sewer pipeline 
crossing Hobson Bay from Parnell to 
Remuera, photographed at low tide 
showing mud flats of inner bay. 
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Table 1: Summary of Geology of Hobson Bay (refer to Edbrooke, 2001 & Kermode, 1992) 
Unit Age Thickness Description 

Recent Alluvium 10 Ka 0 – 23m Marine silts and clays deposited in an intertidal environment.  
Very soft (Su 5-20 kPa), unconsolidated; minor sand lenses 
and occasional shelly bands. 

Auckland Volcanic 
Field - Pyroclastic 
Deposits

150 Ka 0 – 7m Variable sub-aerial gravel, tuff and lapilli ash deposits 
expelled during volcanic eruptions – probably from Orakei 
Basin.

Auckland Volcanic 
Field - Basalt

150 Ka 0 – 14m Unweathered dark grey basalt, strong to very strong, fine-
grained crystalline porphyritic texture. Erupted lava 
originated from Little Rangitoto Volcano. 

Tauranga Group 
Alluvium

5 Ma 0 – 9m Terrestrial lacustrine silts, clays, sands, gravels and peat 
infill palaeo-channels eroded into the underlying ECBF; 
typically fine soils deposited in low energy environments 
(estuarine & swamp). Some interbeds of airborne pumice 
deposits (Puketoka Formation) derived from Lake Taupo 
rhyolitic volcano eruption. 

Waitemata Group 
East Coast Bays 
Formation (ECBF) 

~25 Ma 500m Alternating sandstone, laminated siltstone beds, rare coarse 
sandstone conglomerate lenses. Graded beds formed as 
turbidites in a marine basin. Extremely weak to weak, 
relatively unindurated, poor cementation.  In places layers of 
residual soil or weathered rock. 

The East Coast Bays Formation (ECBF) is a characteristically weak rock that has been identified as a 
suitable tunnelling medium.  This contrasts dramatically however with the overlying Recent 
Alluvium and the basaltic lava. The alluvium is too soft (Table 2) and the basalt is too strong (Table 
3) respectively for easy tunnelling.  At some locations the alluvium is so soft that SPT ‘N’ values of 0 
occur as the equipment falls under its own weight. Conversely the basalt is so strong that it needs 
to be drilled using diamond tipped bits. These layers are best avoided so one of the primary 
objectives of the investigation programme was to accurately delineate both geological units.  

The surrounding topography suggests that buried channels in the ECBF infilled with Recent Alluvium 
can be expected so one investigation focus was to find these and prove their depth.  The basalt 
occurs as a lava flow which is buried beneath the marine mud.  Its presence was indicated by earlier 
investigations across the bay for other proposed developments but needed to be pinpointed and its 
lower surface determined.  Designers planned for the tunnel to be aligned below these two strata.  

Table 2: Averages of soil properties determined in Hobson Bay investigations 
Soils WC % WL % WP % IP % SPT ‘N’ 

Recent Alluvium 74.2 74.4 30.1 44.3 1 
TG Alluvium (A) 30.8 47.8 20.2 27.7 8.8 
TG Alluvium (B) 75.3 103 37.2 65.8 8.8 
Volcanic Tuff 46.5 59.7 29.3 30.3 8.3 
ECBF Residual soil 37.1 59 29.3 29.7 21 

Table 3: Selected rock properties measured on samples from Hobson Bay 
Unconfined Compressive Strength (MPa)Lithology 

Mean Median  Range No. of Tests 
Tangent Elastic 
Modulus, Et (MPa)

CERCHAR
Abrasivity

Sandstone 4 2.9 0.23 – 15.4 28 254 0.3 
Siltstone 3.9 3.1 0.7 - 30 31 200 0.19 
Gritstone 3.9 3.0 1.07 – 7.7 3 - - 
Basalt 114 118 9.1 - 212 4 - - 

3 GEOTECHNICAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Hobson Bay presents several physical challenges for undertaking geotechnical investigations as 
summarised by Figure 2, which shows the plan of the site area and proposed tunnel alignment.  
These investigation constraints are described in Table 4 with the approaches used to overcome 
them. Rotary drilling was required to penetrate the strata at tunnel level but 19 (of the 24) rotary 
holes had to be undertaken from a drilling platform on a purpose-built shallow draft barge platform. 
For most of the holes, the barge was sunk onto the seabed to provide a stable platform.   
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Figure 2: Plan of Hobson Bay showing the constraints affecting ground investigation and 
exploration locations. 

Several holes were drilled from a floating barge (Figure 3) and five from a small pontoon that could 
be manhandled into position (Figure 4). Boreholes were located using GPS and marked by a stake in 
the mud or by a buoy. The barge was stabilised by anchors on the seabed. Man access was by boat 
at high tide and by foot at low tide.  Seawater was the flushing medium. Drilling was by triple tube 
rotary coring with tungsten or diamond drill bits. High quality rock core and undisturbed soil push 
tube samples were obtained for laboratory testing. Rock testing included specific tunnel boring test 
suites, which gave information on parameters such as abrasiveness and cutting wear. Pressuremeter 
tests were also performed to obtain modulus values and packer permeability testing undertaken to 
assess hydraulic conductivity.  

Drilling alone was inadequate for the definition of the two major tunnelling constraints, i.e. lava 
flows and soft alluvial channels, and more cost-effective techniques were needed to rapidly define 
them.  Fortunately, information from earlier investigations showed that the basalt lava was 
restricted to a tongue extending into the eastern bay across the alignment and the area of this 
tongue was fully inundated at high tide with sufficient depth that a small boat could traverse over 
it. This facilitated rapid non-intrusive surveying of the sub-surface by marine geophysics to seek 
evidence of buried basalt.  As the mineralogy of the basalt suggested there would be sufficient 
magnetic perturbations to generate a significant anomaly, a magnetic geophysical survey was 
undertaken (Figure 5).  A geological model was developed to attempt to recreate the resulting 
anomaly and the variations in thickness indicated by the model was used to focus drilling to ground 
truth the resulting model (Figure 6) and prove the greatest thickness of the basalt flow (Figure 8). 

In the south-western bay, buried channels could lie anywhere across the 1km width requiring 
another cost-effective technique. Continuous marine seismic reflection geophysical surveying was 
not possible due to insufficient water depth at high tide.  Seismic refraction surveys using static 
geophone arrays could have been carried out as land-based operations in the short tidal window 
available but would have needed multiple revisits at successive low tides.  It was found that the 
mud was sufficiently firm to be walked over at low tide so the potential of using a light-weight 
probing rig was investigated.  A 3-tonne cone penetration testing (CPT) rig was trialled (Figures 9 
and 10) and found that about 6 CPT holes could be probed in the period of a single low tide.   
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Table 4: Constraints to undertaking ground investigations in Hobson Bay 
Constraint Description Approaches adopted  

Inter-tidal The alignment crosses terrain unsuited to 
regular land-drilling or marine-drilling 
operations.  Almost entirely in the inter-
tidal zone. 

Investigations were carried out either during 
the low tide or from platforms unaffected by 
the tide.  High tide used to manoeuvre 
platforms into position or undertake marine 
geophysical survey. 

Existing
Railway
Embankment

Embankment carrying main rail line 
subdivides Hobson Bay into two with 
interconnecting access only possible 
beneath one low headroom bridge. 

Barge mobilisation a 2-step process.  Sufficient 
headroom to float beneath bridge only at low 
tide; further movement into bay had to wait for 
high tide. 

Existing Sewer 
Pipeline

Impossible to transit equipment below 
pipeline except by flotation at low tide at 
permanent water channel in east.  
Prevented barge access to SW.

Investigations in the inland part of western bay 
by CPT testing at low tide and by pontoon-
mounted rig, manoeuvred by hand when 
floating in 300mm water.  

Tidal
Fluctuation

Tidal fluctuation of up to 3.5m and the 
time of day of the stages of the tidal cycle 
was a major logistical challenge affecting 
mobilisation.  Tidal currents affected 
manoeuvring. Seawater used as a drill-
flush not available at low-tide. 

Tide tables used to carefully plan logistics 
around the predicted times of high and low 
water. Drilling during spring highs and over 
permanent water from a floating barge needing 
drill length corrections. Water supply at low 
tide by storage in barge hull and pumping out 
on rising tide. 

Mudflats Thick layers of marine mud too soft and 
exposed for too short a time to permit 
normal rigs to track across. 

SE bay, barge lifted over mudflats by crane. SW 
bay, muds probed by CPT from 3 tonne rig with 
low ground pressure tracks. 

Tidal Channels Receding seawater runs out in tidal 
channels incised in mudflats exposed at 
low tide. Very soft mud shoulders. 

CPT rig tracked over plywood sheets to cross 
smaller tidal channels. Deeper channels 
explored by man-portable rig. 

Coastal Cliffs Landward margin of most of Hobson Bay is 
coastal cliffs with one road access or the 
seaward side only. 

Drilling barge brought in from Waitemata 
Harbour with rig flown onto barge by 
helicopter.

Mangroves Inner mud-flats covered in environmentally 
protected mangroves 

Mangroves avoided.  Crane used in SE to lift 
barge over them. 

Noise Helicopter operations required resource 
consent.  Restrictions placed to minimise 
disturbance to residents. 

Flights had to be scheduled during daytime 
hours when the tidal conditions were right.  
Sensors used to monitor noise. 

Tidal effect on 
inclined
drilling

Inclined drilling only possible on a stable 
platform resting on the sea-floor to 
prevent jamming of rods during tidal 
change.

Raised platform heli-lifted onto barge platform 
and inclined drill rig heli-lifted in segments. 
Barge could then be sunk onto mud leaving 
enough free board above high tide to continue 
drilling during peak tides. 

Figure 3: Floating barge under pipeline. Figure 4: Man-portable Rig on tidal mudflat 

The CPT work focussed locations where wash-drilling could also be undertaken using the man-
portable rig; this was able to obtain samples to prove the stratigraphy and to test materials.  

Some photolineaments suggested a buried geological structure.  For this reason and to obtain data 
on steeply dipping joints, a few holes were inclined (Figure 7). These posed their own set of 
problems that are summarised on Table 4 and described in more detail by Jacka and Mazur (2006).   
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Figure 6: Proof drilling basalt near 
railway embankment. 

Figure 5: Magnetic anomaly of basalt and drilling 
locations to ground truth the geophysics 

Figure 7: Inclined drilling on raised 
barge platform. 

4 CONCLUSIONS 

Careful evaluation of the various constraints, consideration of the options and attention to the 
operational planning allowed a comprehensive geotechnical investigation to be undertaken in 
Hobson Bay; this has been one of New Zealand’s more technically challenging investigations to date. 

Low ground pressure CPT rigs, pontoon mounted rigs that can be manhandled in shallow water, 
barges that can be sunk on the sea-bed and refloated to move are valuable items in the inventory. 

Where the intertidal zone is well covered at the high tide, marine surveying using magnetic 
geophysics is a reliable means of detecting basalt flows and indicating where they are thickest.  
However as the base of the flow could be up to 3 m deeper than the geophysical model indicates, 
ground truthing by targeted drilling is required. 

Given the relatively unindurated and variable nature of the East Coast Bays Formation, sampling 
and testing has to be carefully managed to ensure representative evaluation of the in-situ ground. It 
is important that laboratory tests are not taken in isolation but that the results are compared with 
in-situ tests to obtain the best understanding of the behaviour and strength of the ECBF. 

The geotechnical and geophysical investigations confirmed the feasibility of a bored tunnel under 
Hobson Bay and showed that the ECBF is a suitable tunnelling medium. These investigations also 
provided design parameters and located where the vertical alignment is constrained by the 
geological strata. Strength testing also confirmed that the ECBF is a relatively soft rock, Table 3. In-
situ permeability tests indicate that the sediments are relatively impermeable.  

In the western bay, exploration identified the presence of two deeply incised palaeovalleys that are 
infilled with soft unconsolidated marine alluvium, which could cause highly variable face conditions 
if encountered in a tunnel and could be susceptible to consolidation if underdrained. 
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Figure 8: Geological Long Section, Eastern Palaeovalley Hobson Bay 

Figure 9: CPT rig tracking across soft mud 
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Figure 10: Example CPT profile 
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